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These defenders are part of a global movement to protect the planet. They are 

on the frontline of fighting climate change, preserving ecosystems and 

safeguarding human rights. They stand up for causes that benefit us all: 

sustainability, biodiversity and justice – (Global Witness, 2018b, p. 7). 
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Abstract  
The environment is taking a larger part of the debate resulting in the creation of UN declarations, 

domestic and regional laws, public pressure on companies and politicians to take responsibility, and a 

greater awareness on our increasingly exploited planet. However, the people who are affected the 

most, poor and often indigenous people, find themselves in an increasingly dangerous position when 

they try to defend the planet. Previous research lack understanding on which features that facilitates 

deadly violence against environmentalists. In contemporary time, three environmentalists per week die 

when they try to defend the planet from environmental harm, making it more than twice as dangerous 

as being a journalist. This thesis tries to answer - what explains deadly violence against 

environmentalists in developing countries by using the method of structured focused comparison 

(SFC).  

Honduras is the deadliest country per capita for environmentalists and they will be compared with El 

Salvador, which does not experience a high degree of deadly violence against environmentalists. The 

attributes tested are chosen in accordance with the analytical framework of Limited Access Orders 

(LAO). LAOs are controlled by elites who create rents to maintain their power, hence decreasing elites 

power by enforcing open access orders (OAO) in LAO can result in increased violence. Honduras and 

El Salvador’s differences suggest that environmentalists have been subjected to enhanced dangerous 

circumstances in Honduras than environmentalists in El Salvador and historical conditions have 

resulted in the protection of the environment in El Salvador by the wider social movement. Earlier 

research in Honduras has pointed at the importance to decrease corruption in order to decrease 

violence against environmentalists. However, the theory of LAO suggests that attempts to abolish 

corruption, increase access, institute democracy or increase rule of law surge violence. In order to limit 

deadly violence against environmentalists, this study suggests that Honduras focus should be at: 

prevent expropriation, limit international corporations access on natural resources, attain consent from 

the local communities before starting projects, require corporations and organizations to publish public 

environmental assessment reports before projects starts that can degrade the environment and increase 

focus on the manufacturing sector instead of extraction of natural resources. 
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1. Introduction  
 

The introduction first presents the research problem, research objective and the research relevance so 

the reader gets a basic understanding of the report. The analytical framework and methodology will 

then be introduced in short before delimitations and limitations will be elaborated. Ethical 

considerations are then the final chapter to be presented in the introduction. 

1.1 Research problem  

The history of economic development has always offered ways of exploiting the natural environment 

and today the environment of the earth change rapidly and have increased to do so during the last 

decades. Economic post-war development models rarely questioned modernity itself and the focus was 

rather on Gross National Product, rational economic calculations, economy of scale and increased 

consumptions of material (Greig, Hulme & Turner, 2007). Thus, during the last decades, the debate 

about environmental issues have increased in value due to the vital consequences. However, for many 

is the push for economic growth primary and conservation and protection of nature secondary.  

The idea that economic development needs constraints for protecting the environment was widely 

explored by authors around the 1980s thus it already got a foothold in the debate following the United 

Nation Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm in 1972 (Adams, 2009). Even more 

importantly, the debate of development versus environmentalism was the laying stone of the 

Brundtland report, Our Common Future, in 1988 and was regarded to change the global agenda. The 

President of the World Bank acknowledged the importance of protecting the environment and linked 

the concept of ecology and sound economics. However, the idea of making constraint on economic 

development was met with a lot of protests in the 1980s but started to become mainstream in the 1990s 

(Ibid). 

 

Despite the environmental conferences and several UN declarations, the situation has worsened for 

some. Economic development has increased the living standard for many thus for the already poor has 

the situation in some countries become increasingly dangerous. The gap between the local farmer and 

the multinational corporation is tremendous and the local communities do not have any power to fight 

for its rights. States are also under constant press from multinational companies to be attractive to 

invest in as well as accomplish developmental projects to increase their economy (Scholte, 2005). The 

negative consequences of many development projects are affecting local communities and indigenous 

people who try to defend their land (Global Witness, 2017). 
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The response to the threatening environmental retrogression has come from a myriad of civil society 

groups, official agencies, media organs, companies and research institutes. This has led to increased 

awareness of the ecological risks (Scholte, 2005). However, the rural communities in developing 

countries who take the fight to stop the threat against the sensitive environment are today often finding 

themselves in a dangerous position and they are commonly regarded as environmentalists. More 

environmentalists than ever are getting killed for trying to protect their land (Global Witness, 2018a; 

Rowell, 1996).    

 

The most dangerous countries to fight for the environment are generally developing countries and 

especially countries in Latin America (Global Witness, 2016a). Often are companies from more 

developed countries behind constructions or extractions of resources that lead to increased violence 

against environmental activists and many developing countries are unable to protect their people and 

their human rights. These indigenous people and activists in developing countries need help to protect 

their rights (ibid).  

 

However, the numbers of killed environmentalist can be surprisingly unevenly distributed between 

different countries. Globalization and the asymmetric of power between environmentalists and 

multinational corporations can differ between countries and the role of environmentalists’ activities 

can also differ between and within countries. Deadly violence in general also differ drastically 

between countries thus deadly violence in general and deadly violence against environmentalists does 

not necessarily have a correlation. Some countries experience high number of deadly violence in 

general and high numbers of deadly violence against environmentalists, thus some countries just 

experience high violence in general but none violence against environmentalists. What accounts for 

these differences have been overlooked in research. The result is lack of understanding in what 

explains deadly violence against environmentalists.        

 

1.2 Research objective 

The objective of this research is to answer what explains deadly violence against environmentalists. It 

is important to understand why and when environmentalist find themselves in deadly position in order 

to give effective recommendations and to give them protection. The increased international debate 

about the environment during the last decades should indicate that we are going at the right direction, 

thus, the data presented by Global Witness present a story that it is more dangerous than ever to 
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defend the environment and it is time to understand why.  

 

The thesis aims to answer the research question below: 

• What explains deadly violence against environmentalists?  

 

1.3 Research Relevance  

Many environmental challenges are today affecting all people on the planet but very few are taking the 

burden to fight for it. The most dangerous fight is happening in developing countries where some 

people need to sacrifice their lives for the protection of their land and nature. The money at stake 

behind the disputes are often from developed countries in forms of investments on developing projects 

or international corporations who try to expend their wealth (Global Witness, 2014). Earlier research 

on the environment has highlighted the problems of the environmental issues “per see” (NOAA, 2018; 

United Nation, 2018) and social researcher are often discussing whose responsibility it is (Karlier, 

1997; Nixon, 2011; Moira, 2017). Political ideologies are also debating the way forward and many 

theories try to give answers to the problems (Adams, 2009; Todaro & Smith, 2015). The people 

however who take the fight find themselves in an even more dangerous position than ever before. In 

contemporary time three environmental activists per week die of violence from others which is far 

more than double the number of journalists being exposed to deadly violence (Global Witness, 2018a). 

An academic debate is necessary to investigate the conditions that lay the foundations to the increased 

violence against environmentalists as well as solutions to protect environmentalists from further 

violence.  

 

1.4 Analytical framework  

This thesis uses Limited Access Orders (LAO) developed by North et al (2007) as an analytical 

framework. LAO is foremost a framework that describes how economy and polity are used by elites to 

create rents to sustain their power and consequently reduce violence. Violence is a threat to rent 

creation and it is therefore in elites interest to limit violence and maintain peace with other elitists. If 

violence accrues elite limits access on vital resources and violence will thereby be reduced. Most 

developing countries are regarded as LAO while most developed countries are regarded as Open 

Access Orders (OAO). OAO aim, in contrast to LAO, is open competition in economy and polity and 

OAO diminish rent creation by allowing new competition. OAO reduce violence by adopting rule of 

law impartially on all citizens and provide free access to all citizens to compete in the market and 

political sphere. All societies start in a LAO before they, with political will, can transform into an 
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OAO. To become OAO, LAO need to include the “door step conditions”. However, many LAO 

implement policies associated with OAO before they have met the door step conditions - leading to 

increased violence.     

 

1.5 Methodology  

This research uses a qualitative method and adopt abductive reasoning. The qualitative method will be 

used by constructing a structured focused comparison (SFC) between Honduras and El Salvador. The 

research uses seven attributes (violence, GNI, trade, international corporations, freedom index, rule of 

law and worship) to analyze through the SFC which are based on the analytical framework to explain 

deadly violence against environmentalists. All attributes are investigated by analyzing literature. 

 

1.6 Delimitations 

This study has some necessary boundaries. 

Firstly, the essay is implemented as a case comparative study between Honduras and El Salvador due 

to their position in Latin America which has a high rate of deadly violence against environmentalists 

but also due to their similarities in general and their differences with respect to my research questions. 

The reason Honduras and El Salvador are chosen is discussed more in depth in the section “Case 

Selection” and visualized in plot diagram 1 and 2.  

Secondly, all data representing deadly violence against environmentalists are collected between 2010 

and 2015. This is despite Global Witness continuing work on every year reporting deadly violence 

against environmentalists. The choice of data collection period is due to the convenience of how 

Global Witness report these years and that the period 2010 to 2015 is still recently new and therefor 

does not lower the studies credibility.         

Finally, the number of attributes are chosen to get depth and to make the study comprehensive. 

Therefore, seven attributes are chosen to include the four main categorizes of; violence, economic, 

polity, and religion based on the analytical framework. If more attributes had been included the study 

would have lost depth. If fewer attributes had been chosen, the study would have been less inclusive.  
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1.7 Limitations 

The study has some limitations. 

Firstly, the data presented are gathered from Global Witness and their knowledge and resources to 

understand who has been exposed to deadly violence in their fight to protect the environment could be 

uneven between countries. Global Witness is not large enough as an organization to cover all the 

ground. They mostly focus in areas where most people experience deadly violence. It should also be 

questioned if Global Witness has access to investigate deadly violence related to the environment in 

very repressive countries. Data from “not free” countries can be underreported. Furthermore, the data 

from Global Witness is not confirmed by any other institution or country, so the validity can be 

questioned. However, several social scientists also refer to their data and victims are mentioned by 

name and often also by cause of death. The latter means that the collected data to a certain degree can 

be confirmed. Nevertheless, the concern still exists, if some countries are underreported, comparing 

countries could jeopardize the result.  

Secondly, this study also faced some setbacks. The most important was the struggle to find the 

necessary data to conduct the structure focused comparison. The study used data on violence, 

economic, polity and religion, thus some interesting features were hard to find. For example, the 

number of transnational corporations in the respective country is one attribute that was planned to be 

explored but was not able to implement due to missing data.  

 

1.8 Ethical considerations  

The following ethical considerations have been taken into account to attain objectivity. 

No single person will be mentioned as responsible for the violence against environmental activists.  

Secondly, no sources will be used, that has a clear aim and/or benefit of discredit a competing 

company or political opposition.  

Thirdly, this thesis recognizes that sources such as Freedom House is constructed in “Western” 

countries and might include a bias. However, the comparison will be between two developing 

countries – Honduras and El Salvador.  

Finally, the researcher recognizes that El Salvador might appear better than realistic and Honduras 

worse, due to the aim to explore the differences that can explain deadly violence against 

environmentalists.   
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2. Analytical framework  

 
The analytical framework will first describe North et al (2007) findings of “limited access orders in the 

developing world”. LAO will be divided into three subcategorize, including "mature" LAO, which 

will be explained deeper due to the fact Honduras and El Salvador can arguably fall under this 

category. This chapter will later connect North et al findings to environmentalists and allocate possible 

attributes for SFC. 

  

2.1 Limited Access Orders in the Developing World  

A common problem among developing countries is the initiative to implement political, economic and 

social institutions that characterize the developed Western world in countries where often physical 

violence cannot be secured. North et al (2007) highlight that developing goals in developing countries 

cannot be based on the experience of developed countries. Understanding how developing societies 

behave should be the first step in order to achieve better development policies. The theory of limited 

access orders builds on a framework that tries to interpret recorded human history (RHH) to better 

understand how disorder and violence are generated and maintained through polities and economic 

structures. Social, political and economic development is hindered by the role systematic violence 

play, and beliefs, organizations and institutions work in a varying degree to deal with the violence 

(North et al, 2007).  

North et al (2007) argue that humans have devised just three social orders throughout all of history. 

First are primitive order, which is hunter and gatherer societies and will not be discussed further in this 

theory. Secondly is the limited access order, which comprises almost all of today’s developing 

countries, and it limits access on important economic and political functions to generate rents. 

“Rents are created both by limits on access to resources and functions – like worship, trade, education, 

and warfare – and by limiting access to forms of social organization that the larger society will 

support” (North et al, 2007, p3). Often, it is in the interest for powerful individuals who possess 

privileges and rents to work in coalition with others in power rather than to fight, because violence can 

reduce those rents and only powerful individuals have privileges to create authoritative organizations 

that have the possibility to manipulate the economy to create rents through the political system (ibid). 

The direct link between maintenance and the creation of rents qualifies the theory of limited access 

orders to integrate both political and economic theory. Thirdly, is the open access order, which 

generally compromises today's developed countries, and it controls violence by the rule of law, 

enables competition in the free market and allows access to organizations (ibid).   
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LAO describes how social orders differ in their behavior, organization and consequences, including 

economic growth and freedom, as well as how to make the transition between LAO and OAO (North 

et al, 2007). Within LAO, there are categories where different policies must be implemented 

depending on the LAO current position. The framework distinguishes between countries with a GNI 

starting from $400 and reaching $8,000 and countries who are at $8,000 to $35,000. The two sets of 

categories must implement different policies because the first category must develop within the LAO 

before it can develop any further and the second category involves the transformation from a LAO into 

an OAO. Development policies often fail because they try to implement democracy, markets and 

competition into LAO despite that many developing countries are not ready for such changes (ibid).  

 

2.2 Limited Access Order 

In contrast to the mainstream theories according to which the state has a monopoly on violence 

(Olson´s, 1993: North, 1981: Levi´s, 1988: Buchanan, Tollision &Tullock, 1980) North et al (2007) 

argues that violence is spread throughout the population. No one has the monopoly on violence. 

“Establishing a society that fosters peace, specialization, and exchange requires the creation of 

incentives for groups to compete peacefully rather than fight” (North et al, 2007, p7). When these 

incentives are under threat, violence is the natural response in LAOs. To reduce violence, the 

dominant coalition decreases the access to valuable resources - capital, land etc., or activities - trade, 

worship etc. – to elite groups. “Limiting access to organizational forms and contract enforcement is 

the key to the limited access order: it creates rents through exclusively privileges and directly 

enhances the value of the privileges by making elites more productive through their organizations” 

(North et al, 2017, p8). Reduction of violence is in favor of all parties because violence reduces the 

rents which motivate credible commitments between the elites to collaborate and not fight each other 

(ibid).  

LAO can be categorized into three broad forms: fragile, basic and mature. 

2.2.1 Fragile limited access order 

Fragile LAO is characterized with the risk of collapse if external or internal violence erupts and 

includes countries such as Somalia, Afghanistan and Iraq and the people who live in states in the 

bottom billion as described by Collier (North et al, 2007). Fragile LAOs cannot support private elite 

organizations due to their simple institutional structures and the instability makes elites unreliable to 

observe the rule of law and to hold on to commitments. The state has little credibility and struggle to 

enforce rule of law and therefore do organizations from outside the state follow their own laws (ibid).   
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2.2.2 Basic limited Access order 

Basic LAO characterizes a well-established state where elites privileges are closely tied to the state 

and the state itself is identified with a stable organized structure. Examples of basic LAOs are North 

Korea, Cuba and Burma and these basic LAO states are often able to reduce the outbreak of violence 

when it occurs. Stable LAOs cannot support other organizations then itself, even for elites, and other 

organizations are a threat to the dominant coalition (North et al, 2007).   

 

2.2.3 Mature limited access order 

In a mature LAO, a variety of elite organizations are supported by the government. However, as LAO 

requires, all organizations are sanctions by the state and thereby create elite rents to maintain the 

power and reduce competition. Most Latin American countries are mature LAO as well as India and 

South Africa. A mature LAO has public law and the capacity to enforce the law in embodied state 

organizations such as courts as well as the ability to resolve violence within the state. Private 

organizations are part of a mature LAO and they are a vital source for development. Moreover, private 

elite organizations are often sophisticated and gradually more independent, and it allows institutions to 

mature within the state because private elite organization protects the autonomy of public institutions, 

such as central banks and courts. In a mature LAO, private organizations can punish the government if 

it deviates from its commitments which generates a balance between the private and public 

organization resulting in economic and political development.  

In contrast to fragile and basic LAOs, mature LAOs have more durable public institutions and are 

therefore more resilient to shocks, such as coups. Nevertheless, shocks can still create a crisis.  

Organizations concerning violence specialist are within the state structure and are often in separate 

organizations, however, still under control of the dominant coalition.  

Mature LAOs allows international corporations, requiring the state to be more specialized and to 

provide services, including prevention of expropriation and enforcement of contracts (North et al, 

2007).    

2.3 Open access orders 

Competition is the key element in OAOs. Political competition is necessary to sustain open access to 

the economy and economic competition is necessary to sustain open access in politic. Political and 

economic actors try to create rents to increase their power, thus competition erodes these rents. The 

society needs to enable three outcomes in order to be regarded as OAO. Firstly, without any restrains 

should all citizens be able to be active in educational, religious, political and economic activities. 

Secondly, all citizens should enjoy the right for support in their organization within these activities as 
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mentioned previously. Thirdly, all citizens are equal in front of the rule of law. However, the number 

of citizens who enjoy these rights do not need to be 100% of the population (North et al. 2007).   

 

2.4 Transforming  

Mature LAO has the possibility to transform towards OAO if impersonal exchanges within elite 

groups develop from institutional arrangements and if elites find it in their interest to expand 

impersonal exchanges and consequently increase access. North et al (2007) have identified three 

“doorstep conditions” based on RHH that enable impersonal exchanges by elites: “(1) rule of law for 

elites; (2) support for perpetually lived elite organizations, and (3) centralized and consolidated control 

of violence” (North et al, 2007, p21). Rule of law is important for elites because a secure state with 

limited violence encourage long-term contracts and long-term financing. If the state is mortal, the elite 

risk lower support for its organization and less chance to retain its rents. If the elite gets credibly 

commitments to sustain its rights the elite can encourage the rule of law and property rights which 

eventually lead to stronger elite organizations which enable the elite to punish the state and 

consequently create credible commitments by the state and therefore simultaneously lead to stronger 

state organizations. To enable the process, first, “…elites moves to define elite rights impersonally” 

(North et al, 2007, p22) so all elites have the same rights. When the rule of law is the same for all 

elites, extending the law for all individuals may be possible. When impersonal forms are extended, 

economy and polity can transform to successively be more open and eventually reach a tipping point 

when open access in either polity or economy press for open access in the other dimensions. Once the 

tipping point is reached, the dominant coalition benefit by supporting competition rather than 

cooperation with intra-elite to uphold rent-creation. Once “… the elite has created political, economic, 

legal, and social institutions that define elites as citizens and all citizens as equally and impersonally 

guaranteed to rights and privileges under the social arrangements, it is easy (non-revolutionary) to 

extend the access to larger segments of society.” (North et al, 2007, p24)  

However, donor organizations have often tried to implement policies and technical advice in LAO that 

have failed to promote long-standing development and reduction of poverty because the elites are not 

ready for such transition. Instead, elites in LAO have used technology in a selective way to increase 

their rents and the transition to OAO have defaulted (North et al, 2007). International corporations 

have also sometimes stopped the transition process by creating dualistic economies in LAO, where 

elites get money directly from the company to their personal bank account instead of achieving any 

benefit to the state or the domestic institutions. Incentives to introduce OAO in LAO can also increase 

violence. “More competition, opening access, or freer markets can weaken the rent-creation system 

that holds the LAO together. These reforms, therefore, threaten the basis of order and hold the risk to 
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violence.” (North et al, 2007, p42). Attempts to abolish corruption, institute democracy or increase 

rule of law can have similar effects, destabilize LAO and increase violence (Ibid).  

Finally, “Limited Access Orders in the Developing World” does not provide a clear answer on which 

solution that is best to increase development and decrease violence. All countries are different, with 

different circumstances and should, therefore, have different solutions. Nevertheless, North et al 

provide a framework that suggests two different processes that are necessary depending on if they are 

moving along the spectrum of LAO or if they are ready to create the doorstep conditions to become 

OAOs. As it turns out, according to RHH, only the rich and sophisticated countries have made the 

transition from LAO to OAO. 

Next section discusses what this thesis will focus on from the analytical framework regarding deadly 

violence against environmentalists. 

2.5 Limited Access Orders and deadly violence against environmentalists  

 “Limited Access Orders in the Developing World” is foremost an economic and political framework 

that discuss elites use of rents to create and maintain power and reduce violence (North et al, 2007). 

Economic and political attributes will, therefore, be included in the SFC to distinguish similarities and 

differences. The type of violence this thesis will focus on is deadly violence against environmentalist, 

which is the dependent variable in the SFC and throughout this study. Violence is also one of the 

cornerstones in North et al framework and North et al describe that elites try to reduce violence in 

order to maintain high rents (ibid). Therefore, this study includes all types of deadly violence as a 

proxy to choose countries for the SFC. Violence is not necessarily deadly thus deadly violence is an 

easier attribute to tally. Rents are also created by functions like “…worship, trade, education, and 

warfare…” (North et al, 2007, p3), which will be considered in the comparison. Furthermore, rule of 

law is a central feature for countries to develop from a mature LAO to an OAO, which makes it 

necessary for us to investigate it closer (ibid). 

Mature LAO is in focus for this thesis since most murders of environmentalists are in Latin America 

and Latin American countries are generally associated with mature LAO. Courts are an important 

institution who can measure to which level they qualify to be regarded as a mature LAO. In a mature 

LAO, the court has the chance to develop and they should have enough power to enforce the law. 

International corporations are also part of the mature LAO and the state must have enough power to 

prevent expropriation and be able to enforce contracts. The functioning of the court and the power of 

the state to deal with international corporations will, therefore, be included in the SFC.  

The chosen attributes are further elaborated in chapter “4.5 Structured focused comparison; Chosen 

attributes” and its subcategories; Violence, economy, polity and religion.   
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3. Literature review 
 

This chapter will begin with a broad overview of earlier research before narrowing the subject to 

specifics of deadly violence against environmentalists.  

The climate is on several marks getting worse and the fight to protect it has become deadlier than ever 

despite the numerous international conferences on environmental issues and Human Rights. Agyeman, 

Bullard & Evans (2003) see inequality and environmental injustice as reasons for environmental 

degradation. They argue that the benefits of most resources go to the rich, while the poor people bear 

the costs in terms of poor health, loss of livelihoods and homes. The environmental injustice is then 

multiplied when the cost of environmental solutions are borne disproportionately by the poor people 

(Agyeman, Bullard & Evans, 2003). Adams (2009) on the other hand, see autocracy as the problem 

and argues that democracy and political freedom handle environmental degradation best.  Peet &Watts 

(2004) discuss the term "political ecology", which combines the issues of ecology and the broad 

concept of political economy. According to Peet & Watts (2004) the control over natural resources is 

the center of the struggle for power and globalization has today divided the society between those who 

have, and those who have not. Nixon (2011) covers a concept he calls “slow violence” which happens 

gradually, and it has delayed destruction. Humans and ecological casualties are discounted in slow 

violence, where Nixon (2011) believe that climate change and deaths due to toxics should be counted. 

Slow violence can continue unpunished and the powerful can utilize the poor (Nixon, 2011).  

However, the literature on why people get killed when they protect the environment are less covered 

then the more general debate on climate change. Thus, Birss Moira (2017) brings light to the debate 

and explains that states use deadly measures because environmentalists try to stop "…industrial 

exploitation of natural resources and usurpation of traditional land tenure system” (Moira, 2017, p 

315-322) when the focus of the state is on economic development (ibid). Notwithstanding, states are 

rarely directly responsible for the physical attacks, but they help companies with intelligence and by 

having a biased judicial system (ibid). With the judicial system, they can halt the environmentalists 

work and sometimes stop the environmentalist permanently, occasionally with lethal methods. Despite 

the government’s involvement does Moira (2017) explain that government officials serve at the behest 

of companies and that the “…companies themselves are the masterminds…” (Ibid, p. 1 (315-322). One 

reason many indigenous people are affected by the exploitation is that many of the remaining sought-

after resources lie in their territory. Chávez Ixcaquic argues that neoliberal and macroeconomic 

models grant companies and states an excuse to extract the natural resources as if it was theirs and 

without taking into account the environmental or social consequences. Finally, Moira argues that the 
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affected poor communities do not get any help from the developed countries because their resources 

are also sought by them (Ibid). 

Another researcher is Matthew Paterson (1999) and he is not surprised by the increased violence 

against environmentalists and he argues that environmentalists and researchers are shocked and upset 

by the murders and arson attacks because they believe that "responding to the ecological crisis and 

creating sustainable societies is in everybody’s interest, there can be no legitimate reason for 

opposing the goals of environmentalists” (Paterson, 1999, p. 183-185). However, Paterson state that 

many of the former researcher on deadly violence against environmentalist disregard why states 

support measures promoting corporate capitalist development and that sustainability in itself can be 

regarded differently. Moreover, Paterson highlights four aspects that corporations use to fight 

environmentalist. Firstly, corporations are involved in what is widely known as "greenwash" where the 

corporation "suggest" that all the necessary measures are being taken but any real change of industry 

practices is not happening. Secondly, environmentalists are often pictured as extremists that try to 

undermine Western civilization and overstating the environmental problems. Corporations are in an 

expanding role trying to label environmentalists as "…irrational, extremist, guided by goals other than 

simply saving the environment…”, (Ibid, p. 185) this attack on environmentalist is called a new 

paradigm shift by Andrew Rowell (ibid). Thirdly, Paterson recognizes the violence and intimidation 

against environmentalist to shut them down and stop any opposition. Finally, corporations can 

construct fake grass-roots (astroturf) movements to generate a sense by the public that their practice is 

legalized, and that the environmentalists are wrong or overstating their concerns (Ibid). 

Globalization can also be used to explain the increased violence against environmentalist and is so by 

Joshua Karlier who describes the measures states must take to attract multinational corporations. Some 

measures include how the government evade regulations on natural assets and how states constitute 

low regulation on companies’ practices. The World Bank, tries to fight for poverty evaluation, is also 

criticized by Karlier for putting people in the South in ecological and social poverty when trying to 

stimulate growth (Karlier, 1997, p. 134). 

 

3.1 Literature discussion 

The literature both on environment and violence are covered extensively. However, the combination is 

at large not covered as comprehensively, especially not the risks for environmentalists. Agyeman, 

Bullard & Evans (2003) and Peet &Watts (2004) rightfully demonstrate that the poor bear the large 

part of the burden of environmental degradation and Nixon (2011) includes the concept of slow 

violence and establish that, mainly poor people, are subjected to post-pone deaths due to climate 
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change and environmental degradation. Moira (2017) make an attempt to include the role of developed 

countries as an accomplice to why sought-after resources are abstracted in poor communities’ land. 

Ixcaquic blames ideologists that strive for free and open markets (Moira, 2017). Karlier (1997) include 

the role the World Bank has in developing countries and argue they do something incongruous when 

they trying to achieve economic development. However, the increasing danger of the rural 

environmentalists are not mentioned significantly, and solutions to improve their lives remains 

unsolved. To understand which solutions are needed to protect environmentalists lives, we first need to 

identify the factors that result in deadly violence against environmentalists. 
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4. Methodology 
 

The method section will start by describing the research design before explaining the selection of 

Honduras and El Salvador and the method of SFC including the chosen attributes.  

4.1 Research design  

This qualitative desk study seeks to investigate the conditions that lay the foundation to the increased 

violence against environmentalists. Overall, the foundation of the study is based on a continuous 

process of information gathering consisting of primary and secondary data that has been thoroughly 

scrutinized to empower the analysis. A qualitative method is often used when researcher want to 

“emphasizes words rather than quantification in the collection and analysis of data” (Bryman, 2016, 

p. 374). According to George and Bennett (2005) a mixture of within-case analysis and cross-case 

comparison is more favorable in the sense that “…the strongest means of drawing inferences from 

case studies is the use of a combination of within-case analysis and cross-case comparisons within a 

single study” (George & Bennett, 2005, P 18). Therefore, this study uses within-case analysis and 

cross-case comparison to draw inferences regarding deadly violence against environmentalists. 

Furthermore, data in the tables and plot diagrams are mostly from primary sources such as the World 

Bank and Freedom Index. Global Witness data will be used by adding their information on deadly 

violence against environmentalists into the plot diagrams as well in a secondary way of referencing to 

their work. The data of murders on environmentalists will be divided with the population in respective 

countries in order to get a transparent reflection on how dangerous it is to be an environmentalist in 

each country. They will be presented as “murders of environmentalists per 1 000 000”. Other forms of 

information will be collected from documents, peer-reviewed journals, and books.  

The research has been conducted in an abductive manner whereby the researcher tries to make sense 

of the phenomenon of deadly violence against environmentalists. The phenomenon presented undergo 

scrutiny from the analytical framework of “Limited Access Orders in the Developing World”. The 

process of abductive reasoning starts with “incomplete observations” and end with “best predication”. 

“Predication” indicates that the result may be true, but the result cannot be taken as if it is always the 

truth in all cases. Abductive research starts with “puzzles” or surprising facts that the research explains 

during the study (Dudovskiy, 2018). In this case, it was presented that some countries experience high 

levels of deadly violence against environmentalists while some countries do not, despite that deadly 

violence was high in general in both countries. The researcher will during this study try to find what 

“may be” the truth to explain this phenomenon. When following the logic of abductive reasoning the 

“…researcher seeks to choose the ‘best’ explanation among many alternatives in order to explain 
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‘surprising facts’ or ‘puzzles’ identified at the start of the research process” (Dudovskiy, 2018, p1). 

Continually, abduction enable the researcher to understand the worldview of the people that is studied. 

Once the researcher has described and understood the world from their perspective “the researcher 

must come to a social scientific account of the social world as seen from those perspectives” (Bryman, 

2016, p394).  

The case selection will first describe how the focus became on Latin America, and secondly, how 

Honduras and El Salvador were selected for the SFC.     

4.2 Case selection   

The core of this research is to investigate the attributes that increase the risk of deadly violence against 

environmentalists. Therefore, deadly violence against environmentalists is one of the dependent 

variables during the process of this research. To make the process of selecting countries easier the 

researcher-initiated a cross-sectional diagram and picked a few numbers of criteria. By initiating a 

cross-sectional diagram where a few numbers of criteria are dependent the researcher made sure that 

the countries selected would work well in an SFC, with its required differences as well as its required 

similarities. The selection of countries must not be random, but they need to be done in accordance 

with the research strategy and the research objective (George & Bennett, 2005, p. 83).  

The existing data on deadly violence against environmentalists was examined. Consequently, the 

country with the highest murders of environmentalists per capita was chosen as one of the case 

studies. To enable a good comparison, the second country needed to have low murders of 

environmentalists. After deciding that one country need to have high murders of environmentalist and 

the second country to have low murders of environmentalists the researcher continued with a few other 

criteria. The second criteria required both countries to have a high number of murders in the respective 

country. By adding this criterion, the researcher made sure that the research would not investigate 

deadly violence in general by selecting a country with no or low levels of deadly violence. The 

research wants to be specific on deadly violence against environmentalists. The researcher added 

ultimately one more dependent criterion that would increase the similarities between the countries. 

After discovering that Honduras is the most dangerous country for environmental activist per capita, 

the researcher decided to pick a neighboring country as a proxy. That would increase the chance of a 

similar history, institutional structure and economic settings. When the research strategy was ready, 

seven Central American countries were inserted in the cross-sectional diagram (Annex 1) in 

accordance with the research objective.  
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Freedom Index was implemented as an independent variable for the case selection. The independent 

variable does not influence the selected cases, thus it gives us a hint on openness in respective country 

and will be used in the result and analysis chapter.  

The following chapter display how El Salvador and Honduras became the logical countries to test in 

the SFC.  

4.3 Honduras and El Salvador 

The illustration of plot diagram 1 shows the number of murdered environmentalists per capita (Y-axis) 

and freedom index (X-axis). It is possible to locate seven countries in the first plot diagram whereof 

four countries (El Salvador, Belize, Panama and Costa Rica) have low or no numbers of reported 

deaths of environmentalists. They are therefore of interest in the second plot diagram. The researcher 

has as already explained deliberately picked Honduras due to its high number of murders of 

environmentalists which can be seen in the diagram. Honduras is marked with a green dot and El 

Salvador with a red dot to make it easier to visualize their position.   

 

 

Plot diagram 1 (Global Witness 2018a; Freedom Index 2018) 

 

In plot diagram 2, the number of all murders per capita (Y-axis) and freedom index (X-axis) is 

displayed. In this plot diagram, it is possible to locate the significant alteration of Belize but especially 

El Salvador. El Salvador meets the three dependent criteria 1, few murders on environmentalists 2, 

high numbers of murders in general and 3, a neighboring country with Honduras. El Salvador is the 
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country that meets the three criteria best and will, therefore, be the country to be compared with 

Honduras. 

 

Plot diagram 2 (World Bank, 2018a; Freedom Index, 2018) 

 

The next chapter will explain the chosen method and some of its advantages and disadvantages.           

4.4 Structured focused comparison  

This research use SFC as a method to answer the research question. By using the logic of comparison, 

this design helps the researcher to better understand social phenomena by comparing two or more 

cases. The study will conduct a cross-national comparison with two cases, using data from El Salvador 

and Honduras. This research occurs; “when individuals or teams set out to examine particular issues or 

phenomena in two or more countries with the express intention of comparing their manifestations in 

different socio-cultural settings… using the same research instruments either to carry out secondary 

analysis of national data or to conduct new empirical work” (Bryman, 2016, p. 65).  

This can be used to achieve better understanding of different national contexts and to attain 

explanations for similarities and differences (Ibid). 

In order to answer why it is more dangerous to be environmentalist under specific conditions the 

research explained the dependent variables and the process of choosing El Salvador and Honduras 

guaranteed that they would have a different number of deadly violence against environmentalists, but 

also some similarities. By applying the analytical framework of LAO this multiple case study will 

focus on economic, political and religion as independent variables. These features entitled the 

researcher to use the SFC method and this is a simple but effective way of comparing two cases. 
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“Structured” indicate that both cases will be asked the same questions that reflect the research 

objective and theoretical focus. It is also important that the questions are general and follow the same 

categorization, so each study does not reflect the researcher special interest. "Focused" in that sense 

that it selects cases carefully so that there is minimal variation in numbers of determinants and this 

allows to set the focus on a small set of independent variables, in this case, economy, polity and social 

structure. By focusing on few categories of attributes, it adds value for future research, who can 

emphasis other categories. Furthermore, SFC adds validity to the research and many authors have 

criticized single case studies for being “descriptive and monographic rather than theory-oriented” as 

well as lacking “scientific consciousness” (George & Bennett, 2005, p. 67-70). The set of general 

questions is important to generate comparative data and thereby avoiding the pitfall of single case 

studies where the result often reflect the investigators' special interests (Ibid). 

However, SFC also has its disadvantages. It is hard to provide clarity on the importance of each factor 

and therefore hard to know how each factor influence the result (Drozdova & Gaubatz, 2009). It is a 

“… difficulty of assessing the complex interactions between variables and outcomes, with uncertainty 

about their mutual impact…” (Drozdova & Gaubatz, 2009, p6). In fact, only a couple of the attributes 

could be the reason to deadly violence against environmentalists despite that several attributes between 

the two cases are different. Therefore, the attributes cannot be given to much value. In the end, each 

case is different and the result from this SFC are not necessarily the truth for all cases where 

environmentalists are subjected to deadly violence.  

This thesis will now look closer at the chosen variables. 

 

4.5 Structured focused comparison: Chosen attributes 

In accordance with the analytical framework of LAO, seven attributes are chosen. They are divided 

into four main categories: violence, economy, polity and religion.  

4.5.1 Violence  

Violence, and in particular deadly violence against environmentalists, is the core of this essay. To 

identify how violence effect environmentalists, this research uses North et al (2007) framework on 

LAO which interprets RHH to better understand how disorder and violence are generated and 

maintained through polities and economic structures. Organizations, institutions and beliefs work in a 

varying degree to deal with violence and violence hinder development. Violence is reduced in LAO 

and OAO in two different ways: OAO reduces violence by the rule of law while LAO reduces 

violence by decreasing access to valuable resources which creates rents for elites. Violence in this 

thesis will be examined through the framework developed by North et al and embed the violence 

against environmentalists.   
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4.5.2 Economy          

LAO is first and foremost an economic and political framework to explain how elite use rents to 

maintain power and reduce violence. Economy can be measured with different economic attributes, 

thus in this study, three attributes are chosen based on the analytical framework that will be explained 

accordingly.     

GNI PPP ($ per capita) 

Gross National Income is a popular measurement for income per person in a given country and data 

for this indicator is collected by the World Bank. GNI is an important measurement to understand 

social orders in LAO and GNI can explain in which process the country is at. LAO encourages 

countries within the scope of $400 to $8,000 to develop within LAO before they can start their 

transition to OAO. LAO above $8,000 are economically ready for the transition towards an OAO and 

they should try to meet the doorstep conditions. However, implement open market and allow 

competition in LAO below $8,000 are dangerous because it threatens to weaken the rent creation 

system which holds the LAO together. This could lead to increased violence. In this thesis will GNI 

measure how far El Salvador and Honduras have reached in terms of economy. North et al (2007) 

conclude based on RHH that only rich countries have made the journey from LAO to OAO.   

Trade 

Trade in this thesis include export but also what kind of export and its share of the economy. In the 

perspective of the analytical framework, it is important to understand trade due to its role for rent 

creation. The elites can decide what to import and what to export from the country. International trade 

is important in small countries like Honduras and El Salvador and a large share of their economies are 

due to trade (World Trade Organization, 2018b). Trade create rents for the elites, so they can maintain 

their power. Furthermore, trade can also increase the elites rents by creating a dualistic economy. 

Money is sent directly to the person controlling the resources and only benefit that individual instead 

of the larger part of the society. The elites can increase their wealth significantly and thereby increase 

their power. Furthermore, in situations of violence, the elites can restrict trade to decrease violence by 

reducing access to valuable resources.    

International corporations  

International corporations enable, just like trade, the elites in LAO to create a dualistic economic 

system and thereby increase their rents. Collaborations between elites and international corporations 

are therefore welcomed by elites in mature LAO. However, in basic LAO the dominant coalition favor 

domestic organizations, controlled by the coalition itself. The integration of international corporations 

in mature LAO requires the state to provide services such as prevention of expropriation and the 
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enforcement of contracts. Involvement of international corporation is also a feature OAO need to deal 

with in a competitive market. However, policies requiring open market should not be enforced in LAO 

before they possess the doorstep conditions to transform into an OAO. International corporations will 

be analyzed in this thesis through the elite's pragmatic relationship with corporations and their will to 

prevent (or not prevent) expropriation and deadly violence.       

 

4.5.3 Polity 

Just like economy, is polity one of the foremost important aspect of North et al framework of LAO. 

Two attributes have been identified based on North et al framework that will be included in this thesis.  

Freedom Index 

The implementation of political, economic and social institutions is generally a problem for LAO, 

especially when physical violence cannot be secured. Enforcing open access to the political or 

economic sphere in LAO can result in increased violence instead of the opposite. On the other hand, 

open access is the structure well-functioning OAO have adopted and they are by many regarded as the 

positive examples that all LAO should strive to transform into. Freedom Index is therefore chosen as 

an attribute to investigate if deadly violence against environmentalists can be measured on how open, 

or closed, states should be to discourage violence against environmentalists. International 

policymakers need to equipoise the risk of increased violence in LAO if they increase access, thus, on 

the other hand, they should strive to increase access in LAO to enable them to develop into an OAO.  

Rule of Law      

Rule of law is a central feature in North et al (2007) framework on LAO. It is decisive to understand if 

a mature LAO is ready to undergo the transformation into an OAO. The elites in fragile LAO usually 

lack any commitments to observe rule of law thus in mature LAO, the rule of law is often embodied in 

state organizations, such as courts. Courts need sufficient power to enforce the law, punish violence, 

enforce contracts and prevent expropriation. If they are not able to meet the abovementioned criteria, 

they are subsequently not ready for open competition.  

4.5.4 Religion    

Besides economic and political indicators, North et al (2007) mention a few other features elites’ uses 

to increase their rents. This thesis will investigate one of them in the comparison.  

Worship 

Worship is not a central part of North et al (2007) framework, however, worship is an important rent 

creation mechanism. Honduras and El Salvador have since the Spanish colonization adopted 
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Christianity (Haynes, 2007) and this essay will investigate how religion have influenced 

environmentalist differently.  

Next chapter will examine deadly violence against environmentalists in Honduras and El Salvador 

before the presentation of the result.   
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5. Background  
 

The paper will now look closer at the two cases; Honduras and El Salvador, to give the reader a short 

background of the current situation. 

5.1 Honduras  

Honduras is the most dangerous place on earth if you are an environmental activist. Between 2010 and 

2015 109 people died when they protested the destruction of the environment and the theft of their 

land (Global Witness, 2017). However, one could say that Honduras is blessed with natural resources 

and valuable minerals, but the number of people who can enjoy their rich nature is limited. Honduras 

has the highest inequality in Latin America, which already is an extremely unequal continent, and six 

out of ten live in extreme poverty (ibid). The rural communities experience intimidation, violence and 

murder when opposing logging, agriculture, mines or imposition of dams on their land. Behind the 

projects are often powerful, rich elites and members of politics. Regularly, the attackers are not held 

accountable and the victims and their families do not get protection or justice that they deserve which 

have led to 90% of the killings and abuses on human rights defenders remain unsolved (ibid). 

Institutions such as the police force, military and the judiciary are often "co-opted to support the 

interests of companies and the people who have stakes in them” (Global Witness, 2017, p. 5). The 

government has theoretically the resources and power to defend the environmental activists but 

corruption, influence from elites and lack of political will dissuade the government to do so (ibid). The 

means of undermining environmentalists as described earlier by Paterson (1999) are a regular 

phenomenon in Honduras where business-backed aggressors “systematic campaign to terrorize local 

communities into accepting the theft and industrialization of their land” (Global Witness, 2017, p. 5). 

Honduras has since a coup in 2009 changed their strategy to achieve economic growth by investing in 

energy projects, mining and agribusiness and have claimed towards the international community that 

they are open for business. Foreign investors are welcomed, and they are granted to start blocked 

mining concessions, environmental regulations have been diluted, resources such as water have been 

privatized and policies how cooperation should engage with local communities are overlooked. The 

anticipation by the state is that a weakening of laws and enforcement will encourage foreign 

investment (Global Witness, 2017). Some of the most abusive projects in Honduras are backed by 

international corporations and institutions and even money who arrives as aid is invested in crooked 

projects. Some corporations are suspected of ordering attacks by hit men, army, police and their own 

security guards to silence those who protest their projects.  

“Widespread corruption, a favouring of trade and business interests over human rights, impunity for 

attackers, and stigmatisation and criminalization of activists” is prioritized while human rights “have 
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been sacrificed in the name of “development" (Global Witness, 2017, p. 6) The allegations of 

involvement in these murders goes all the way up to the President of the National Party. Her husband 

is forcing through dam projects that allegedly led to the murder of the award-winning environmental 

activist Berta Cácere (Ibid). 

 

5.2 El Salvador 

El Salvador is located in Central America and neighbors Honduras, Guatemala and Nicaragua. In the 

abovementioned countries, deaths of environmental activists happen regularly, except in El Salvador. 

El Salvador has only suffered a single murder of environmentalist during the period between 2010 and 

2015 (Global Witness, 2018a). However, El Salvador has not always been good at protecting 

environmental activists. In 2009 died three environmental activists when they protected their land 

from a Canadian mining company called Pacific Rim (Zucker, 2010). Authorities did not identify the 

murderers, but families and friends of the victims know who was behind the assassination. Reportedly, 

the four murderers were paid $100,000 each for the job and it was just one stakeholder that had that 

kind of money, according to an activist in San Salvador, and that was the mining company (ibid). 

Continually, mining activity came under scrutiny and increased criticism that mining contaminated the 

water supply and the surrounding environment, as it had in the neighboring countries, such as 

Honduras. The scrutiny of mining companies had a significant impact in politic despite Pacific Rim's 

denial. Several organizations came out against mining and the Catholic Church followed suit. Finally, 

even the right-wing president came out against mining which persuaded the mining companies to 

leave El Salvador (Ibid). 

El Salvador has had a progressive development and Susanna Hecht argues that development has 

helped El Salvador to protect their environment better. However, rural people do not get any reward 

for protecting their resources and they remain poor with three out of ten live under the national poverty 

line (Hecht et al. 2006; World Bank. 2018e). Despite this, El Salvador could be the first nation to 

legally ban gold mining. The former President Mauricio Funes stated, “I will not put the public health 

of the population at risk in exchange for some additional income that we might receive” (Achtenberg, 

2011, p. 3).  

 

The following chapter presents the results of the study. 
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6. Result  
 

6.1 Honduras  

This chapter present the result from the SFC starting with violence and continuing with economy, 

polity and religion in Honduras before display the same attributes in El Salvador.   

6.1.1Violence  

Honduras is arguably located in the most violent region in the world with an increasing number of 

homicides during the last decade (Goldberg, Kim & Ariano, 2014) and estimates in Honduras suggests 

64 homicides per 100 000 inhabitants (World Bank, 2018a). Honduras is part of the Northern Triangle 

(Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala), with high gang criminality and involved in drug trafficking 

from South America to the United States (Carcach & Artola, 2016). Reasons for Honduras high 

homicide rates are explained by B-Lajoie et al (2014) as gang criminality, high inequalities, political 

instability and corruption. In 2013 was in average one homicide every hour reported and Honduras 

were the home to the first and fifth most violent cities in the world (ibid).  

However, it is not only gangs that are responsible for deadly violence. Latin America has a history of 

state repression including the means of deadly violence (Menjivar & Rodriguez, 2005). However, in 

contrast to most of Central America during the 20 century has deadly violence in Honduras not always 

been the norm, thus in 1980 US military aid lead to a shift of power and the military officials became 

the economic elites, resulting in a significant increase in kidnaps and deadly violence. The United 

States fought communism and they demanded free elections and policies generating economic 

development in return for the aid they provided Honduras with. However, the aid fueled the military 

elites and the militarization eventually lead to “… instability, violence and repression” (Menjivar & 

Rodriguez, 2005, p177). The role model Honduras once was regarded as in Latin America is no longer 

the case.  

Menjivar & Rodriguez argue that deadly violence in Latin America is in their structure and have 

become “culturally” embedded (ibid). However, culturally embedded violence is today not only 

performed by gang members or the state. A new actor has appeared increasing the motives for the 

elites to collaborate over the diluting laws. The deregulation on resources and privatization on water 

has increased actors in the Honduran market. Powerful elite tries to profit from the increased access on 

resources by collaboration with international corporations. People affected, mainly rural population, 

who take action to protect their land, are also the victim of deadly violence in Honduras (Global 

Witness, 2017).      
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6.1.2 Economy 

Honduras has despite its declaration “open for business” a lower GNI then most Latin American 

countries and in 2016 did the GNI amount to $4 420 per capita (World Bank, 2018b). Honduras GNI 

embraces them into the bracket of being a low middle-income country (LMIC), together with their 

neighbor El Salvador (World Bank, 2018e). Part of the explanation to Honduras weak economy is the 

high levels of violence and estimations made by World Bank Enterprise Survey estimate Honduras 

loss 9.0 percent of their GDP due to violence (Goldberg, Kim, Ariano, 2014). However, Honduras 

economy is not only weak, the distribution of money is also highly unequal with a GINI coefficient of 

50, resulting in one of the most unequal countries in the world (World Bank, 2018c). The richest 

quintile, including the elites, earn 55% of the total income while the lowest quintile earns 4% of the 

total income (World Bank, 2018d). High inequality does not just increase violence (B-Lajoie et al, 

2014), it is also responsible for weakening the economy (OECD, 2014).  

A vital part of Honduras economy is international trade, comprising almost 40 % of their GDP, and 

accumulate the total export value of almost $7,5 billion (World Trade Organization, 2018b; World 

Bank, 2018f). Agricultural products are a vital part of the export as well as “timber, gold, silver, 

copper, lead, zinc, iron ore, antimony, coal, fish, hydropower” (Central Intelligence Agency, 2018, p 

1; World Trade Organization, 2018b), and many of these resources require the process of extraction. 

Furthermore, Honduras projected wealth is largely due to its natural resource, and natural wealth is 

estimated by Lange, Wodon, & Carey (2018) to be $10,599 per capita while wealth in production is 

valued at $8,427 per capita. Developing countries have generally low values in production and various 

rate in nature wealth (Lange, Wodon, & Carey, 2018). Finally, international trade today often involves 

free trade agreements to reduce and agree on tariffs. Honduras hold 12 free trade agreements, 

including European Union, United States and the large mining country of Canada (World Trade 

Organization, 2018d). 

Furthermore, international corporations have despite its responsibility under United Nation principles 

to respect international human rights law been part of the deadly violence against environmentalists 

(Global Witness, 2017). Corporations in Honduras are accountable for undermining environmentalists 

by “attacking activists themselves or criminalizing and delegitimizing their activities" (Global 

Witness, 2017, p 36) and despite that most violations against environmentalists are linked directly to 

domestic corporations are often international corporation not without any culpability. International 

corporations are linked to foreign direct investment (FDI) in delinquent projects and importing 

resources linked to deadly violence (ibid). It is common that international corporations hire local elites 

to deal with environmentalists, so they later can claim their innocent and argue that they are not 
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responsible for the attacks. Even police and military can work in the interest of the international 

corporations and Shipley explain that community consent is significantly reduced in a state which only 

mission is to increase capital (Shipley, 2016). Furthermore, international corporations are often 

involved in the mining sector and 2015 Honduras receive 333 applications for mining concession 

whereof Canadian companies stand for 90% of all mining in Honduras. Honduras focus on mining is 

dangerous considering that the mining sector is the biggest driver of attacks on environmentalists 

globally (Global Witness, 2017). Clearly, international corporation benefits on the open access on 

resources thus the violence is commonly performed by the state or in collaboration with security 

forces (Bird, 2012).      

6.1.3 Polity  

Hondurans political and economic freedom are today slightly below other Latin American countries 

and estimates by Freedom House give Honduras a score of 46 on the Freedom Index, with 100 being 

most free and 0 being the least free (Freedom House, 2018). However, the situation has been very 

different. In much of the 20th century, Honduras, in contrast to most of Central America, respected 

peasants and small-scale landowners. The state was committed to maintaining their land reform and 

mediated when large-scale landowners tried to impose their economic power over local peasants. 

However, Honduras political arena changed dramatically first in the 1980 civil war and later in the 

2009 coup (Shipley, 2016). Firstly, after the United States intervention in Honduras in the 1980s 

followed a neoliberal wave that wiped out social and land reform policies. Capitalism was introduced 

and a flow of FDI entered the country. Consequently, Honduras weak status after the war lead to 

diminished social-, environmental- and labor laws. However, by the late 1990s political resistance and 

a national social movement pressured the state resulting in increased social reforms (ibid). Thus, 

policies encouraging power and equitability to the people in Honduras got an abrupt ending in 2009 

when Honduras experienced a coup by the far-right military at the time when a referendum was due to 

happen that would limit elite’s and its international partners' wealth. The far-right military coalition 

encouraged a new wave of neoliberal polity, diluted social laws and acted aggressively towards social 

movements. Until this day, land reforms are neglected and elites force peasants to sell their land by 

driving them into economic desperation or by acting violently (ibid).  The 2009 coup was not 

condemned at large by developed liberal states and the far-right neoliberal military coalition was not 

forced to resign or give back the presidency to the rightfully democratic elected (Estrada & Parvool, 

2015).  

The new era after the 2009 coup has resulted in decreased rights for poor people and increased power 

for elites. Peasants and indigenous communities do not control the resources within their land or 

territory and “even communities in possession of titles to their lands are subject to these forms of 

expropriation, particularly when the motive is couched within the discourse of national progress” 
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(Loperena, 2017, 802 p). National economic productivity has resulted in the removal and displacement 

of indigenous people and peasants for the benefit of the expanding energy development and the 

expansion of mining (ibid). Ironically, the political elite who drive the peasants and indigenous people 

away from their land, often have ties to the project beneficiaries, sometimes even owning the company 

(Global Witness, 2017). Example of this bias interest is the dam projects of La Aurora and Los 

Encinos where the owner of the project is husband to the Vice President of Congress and head of the 

ruling national Party. The state has acted aggressively to the environmentalists who oppose the dams 

(ibid).  

The former moratorium on mining concessions for foreign corporations that upset the economic and 

political elite has been suspended and elites in Honduras can once again sell untapped natural 

resources to the international business sector (Loperena, 2017). One of the longest conflicts in 

Honduras between local peasants and large corporations got a deadly ending when an estimate of 100 

peasants got killed between 2010 and 2013. It started with the weakening of agrarian laws after the 

civil war in 1992 and peasants claim that the government has been in charge of exploitation of their 

land and deceived the peasants into selling their lands to large corporations (Estrada & Parvool, 2015). 

One of the wealthiest businessmen in Honduras and owner of a large-scale agribusiness is accused to 

be responsible for numerous murders in the land right battle between 2010 and 2013. However, he has 

blood line to the political elite and he has never been arrested for any murder of environmentalists that 

is linked to him (Global Witness, 2017).     

Honduras elites, who experienced increased power after the coup 2009, demanded hardline policies 

and severe penalties against criminals to increase the stability. Elites demand for stability has resulted 

in the suspension of democratic reforms, increased power for military and police and the abolishment 

of the separation between military and civic authorities (Salomón, 2012). The elites have also 

managed to modify the juridical system which harasses and intimidate environmentalists in an attempt 

to keep them silent (Moira, 2017). By criminalizing environmentalists, the elites avoid sympathy for 

the environmentalists and it consumes the environmentalists time, energy and financial resources. 

“Honduras provides a telling example of how political and economic elites whose interests are 

jeopardized by EHRDs (environmentalists) have used legal system to silence them” (Moira, 2017, 

p315-322). Furthermore, transparency in the judicial and political system is low, enabling international 

corporations to avoid publishing the environmental impact assessment they execute before they extract 

resources. It is also common that corporations start to extract resources without the local community’s 

consent. If the local community protest, the political elites make sure the protesters are regarded as 

criminals, or they enforce violent methods to intimidate or murder the protesters (Global Witness, 

2017).   
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6.1.4 Religion  

Honduras is 99% Christian with the large majority being Roman Catholic, like most countries in Latin 

America. Christian priests have been part of the fight to preserve land reforms and prevent 

environmental degradation since the neoliberal implementation by the United States. Religious leaders 

have been able to coordinate demonstrations against illegal logging and other environmental issues as 

well as forming organizations since religious organizations are allowed in Honduras. However, the 

religious movements have not been enough to hinder the deadly violence against environmentalists 

nor been able to influence any political changes (Haynes, 2007). The church has offered individual 

pain relief by a spiritual response to the neoliberal change thus self-empowerment and actions against 

injustice has been found in gangs rather than in Christian movements (Gordon & Webber, 2013). 

When the coup in 2009 arose religious leaders from the Catholic church fought to preserve their 

personal power in the new political arena thus the fight to preserve the social movement failed 

(Salomón, 2012). The fight for land rights and for the protection of environmentalists are not 

significantly interconnected with religious actions. The coup 2009 was the beginning of increased 

deadly violence against environmentalists, however, the effects for religious leaders was less appalling 

(Haynes, 2007). The conservative religious leaders were at the time of the coup, reasonably happy 

with the change of polity due to the overthrown president’s progressive policies, including his 

acceptance of “the day after pill”. Religious leaders did not participate in the protests led by a broad 

social movement including “…teachers, urban workers, students, indigenous communities, peasants, 

the urban poor, environmentalists, women´s organizations…” (Gordon & Webber, 2013, p39). The 

religious absence of the coup has left religious leaders and environmentalists on different sides of the 

aisle, despite that some priests also fight for land rights and are regarded as environmentalists 

(Haynes, 2007).  

 

6.2 El Salvador  

El Salvador will now be examined in the same order as Honduras; starting with violence and 

continuing with economy, polity and religion.  

6.2.1 Violence  

El Salvador has seen an increase in homicides since the beginning of the 21 century and has been 

estimated to have as high as 109 homicides per 100 000 inhabitants (World Bank, 2018a). 20 000 

people have been killed during the three years of 2014-2017 which is higher than several countries that 

are at war (International Crisis Group, 2018). El Salvador is part of the Northern Triangle with high 

gang criminality and drug trafficking (Carcach & Artola, 2016). In El Salvador the gang members are 
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estimated to be around 55 000 persons responsible for 60% of all homicides in the country and have in 

possession “assault rifles, vehicles, safe houses, encrypted satellite phones and are even able to deploy 

drones to monitor the movement of police or rival gangs” (ibid, p 1). The gangs are more than just a 

danger to the public, they are also de facto authority in many municipalities (International Crisis 

Group, 2018). However, like many Latin American countries, El Salvador has historically had an 

aggressive state who performs kidnaping and deadly violence against its inhabitants and elites have 

performed violence as a necessary evil to contain order and to maintain their institutions (Menjivar & 

Rodriguez, 2005). Furthermore, explanations to the high degree of violence after the civil war in 1992 

are by some regarded to be due to the weak institutions, migration patterns, El Salvador’s history of 

violence to resolve conflicts and socioeconomic marginalization (Wade, 2016).    

The deadly violence in El Salvador is mostly performed between gangs and between the police force 

and gangs (International Crisis Group, 2018). Environmentalists are generally safe and have been 

protected by non-governmental organizations (NGO), the Catholic church and politicians (Zucker, 

2010).   

 

6.2.2 Economy  

El Salvador has experienced a similar economic growth as its neighbors in Latin America and El 

Salvador is today regarded as LMIC (World Bank, 2018e). Their GNI amounts to $8 260 per capita in 

2016 which is above most of its closest neighbors (World Bank, 2018b). However, their economy 

could be even better. World Bank Enterprise Survey estimate that El Salvador’s loss around 7,7% of 

their GDP due to violence which is the second worst in the world, only beaten by Honduras 

(Goldberg, Kim, Ariano, 2014). El Salvador has been successful in tackling inequality despite 

violence impact on the economy and their GINI score has dropped from 54 in 1991 to 40 in 2016 - El 

Salvador’s lowest score ever reported by the World Bank (World Bank, 2018c). Their progress in 

battling inequality has also increased their chance to reduce violence (OECD, 2014).  

El Salvador, just like the rest of the Central American countries, is a small country dependent on 

export and import. Their total trade value is $7,22 billion (World Bank, 2018f), accounting for 33% of 

their economy (World Trade Organization, 2018a) thus only with an estimated value in nature of 

$4 554 per capita (Lange, Wodon, & Carey, 2018). El Salvador´s economy is rather based on 

production and is estimated to be worth 10 260$ per capita (ibid) and manufactured products stand for 

over 77% of their export (World Trade Organization, 2018a). Except manufactured products are 

petroleum, geothermal power and hydropower exported, with no significant levels of minerals (Central 

Intelligence Agency, 2018). Continually, El Salvador holds 12 free trade agreement, including large 
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markets such as European Union and the United States, thus no direct free trade agreement with 

Canada, who are active in El Salvador´s neighboring countries (World Trade Organization, 2018c).   

Mining corporations have a history of misconduct in El Salvador and environmentalists have been 

subjected to deadly violence (Zucker, 2010). International mining corporations entered El Salvador at 

the beginning of 1990 but local well-organized resistance made it hard for international corporations to 

extract resources. One cause to the well-organized resistance was the increase of power to the former 

landless peasants following the civil war in 1992 (Collins, 2009). The well-organized resistance forced 

the government to include the local landowners in the negotiations with the international corporations. 

International NGOs helped the local farmers after the civil war to protect their “new-owned” land and 

previous marginalizes group and political groups that had just won the civil war stood together with 

the international NGOs to fight the new common enemy - the international mining corporations (ibid). 

Salvadorans had hard to accept international corporations due to its link to international influence that 

the United States had before the civil war when they supported the economic and political elites 

instead of the “poor” people. During the civil war, the Salvadoran elite formed an alliance with United 

States to stop the spread of communism resulting in murders of 75 000 people, including many poor 

innocent peasants (ibid). Once the poor population gained power after the civil war in 1992, they had 

hard to accept any international influence, except NGOs that had helped them during the civil war. 

NGOs were latter against mining, due to the environmental consequences, and they got support from 

the majority of the people (ibid). Despite the politicians’ liberal approach, they had little backing to 

encourage international mining corporation and has since the beginning of the 21 first century focused 

on five other areas for job creation: Textile, manufacturing, electronics, call centers and agribusiness 

(Borneman, 2002) and consensus regarding mining corporations was neglected (Collins, 2009). 

Therefore, El Salvador has most of its gold and silver minerals untouched (ibid).  

6.2.3 Polity   

Following the civil war in 1992 was almost two decades of right-wing neoliberal polity. The neoliberal 

polity included increased FDI and increased loans from the International Monetary Fund. However, 

poverty remained a big issue and inequalities increased. However, Saca, the last president before the 

shift away from neoliberal polity, started social programs trying to address the severe poverty. Thus, 

these attempts were unsuccessful, partly due to the global economic crises in 2008. Following, in 2009 

the left-wing candidate Funes won the Presidency. More abrupt laws were enforced in cooperation 

with the United States to tackle poverty, including a new tax legislation. These laws were met with 

protests from the elites, however, Funes was backed by the United States and the national assembly 

(Wade, 2016).    
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El Salvador has since the civil war in 1992 experienced several presidents promoting neoliberalism 

and business orientated policies (Wade, 2016), thus no president has allowed international 

corporations to extract large quantities of minerals (Collins, 2009). One political success for 

environmentalists has been the high degree of transparency. The environmental impact assessments 

conducted by the corporations are open for the inhabitants to investigate and evaluate. Sometimes 

resistance has started when the local inhabitants understand the consequences of the projects (ibid). 

Consequently, El Salvador scores 70 in Freedom Index, categorizing them as “free” (Freedom House. 

2018). However, El Salvador still struggles with corruption and lack of transparency. Some cases 

show how economic elites have control over El Salvador and more people than not believe that large 

corporations decide economic policies rather than politicians. Economic elites have been spared by the 

courts when large corruptions scandals have unfolded, suggesting the bias in the court system. 

However, at some occasions, political and economic elites have been sentenced over corruption 

charges (Wade, 2016).      

6.2.4 Religion   

Religion has an important part in El Salvador’s role to protect environmentalists, and it is not 

necessarily because they genially care about the environment, it is rather their similar struggle that has 

united them. Religious, Catholic leaders were regarded as neither economical nor political elites before 

the civil war in 1992 and they suffered just like the poor majority by the thousands of deaths in the 

conflict (Collins, 2009). Once the war was over and the peasants sustained property rights the Church 

was used as a tool to fight against the mining companies together with the peasants. “Western” 

international corporations were not welcomed due to the “poor´s” and the Church’s fight against the 

North American trained armed forces in the civil war 1992, and the forced Spanish colonization 500 

years earlier (ibid). The Catholic Dioceses of Chalatenango built an altar on the ground where one 

mining corporation wanted to extract minerals and the church stated:  

“The altar will be a reminder that the hills of Chalatenango are witness to struggle and suffering of 

their people, soaked by the blood of so many who were killed, and symbol of the land on which to live 

and grow food. As such, the people of the communities consider these hills scared, not to be sold to 

exploring transnational companies and later levelled in search of what the Spaniards couldn´t extract 

upon their arrival 500 years ago."  (Collins, 2009, p 257) 

The struggle became heated and at times, the church rang its bells to alert the inhabitants that the 

mining workers where on the way, so they could block the road and stop the mining corporations to 

find minerals. However, the church also suffered a lot of casualties with priests being murdered for 

their support against neoliberal projects. The opposition towards mining companies overlapped to 

involve other neoliberal economic efforts, such as constructions of hydroelectric dams. Finally, the 

former pro-mining President Saca decided to change his policies and followed the churches example 
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by opposing all mining projects, stopped any weakening of environmental regulation for mining 

companies and eventually Saca came out against mineral extraction due to environmental harm (ibid).   
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7 Analysis  
 

Honduras and El Salvador will be analyzed and compared in the same chapters. First is violence 

analyzed, which we know both countries experiences. However, that was a requirement to ensure that 

this thesis does not study murders in general, and thus rather explain differences resulting in violence 

against environmentalists. Continually are economy, polity and religion analyzed. 

7.1 Violence  

Honduras and El Salvador are similar in the aspect of violence in general. They are regarded to be two 

of the most violent countries in the world with a homicide rate higher than several ongoing conflicts. 

LAOs generally control industries and limit new entrants for companies, thus Honduras and El 

Salvador have experienced open access/shocks that have changed their power-structure which have 

resulted in violence. Violence in LAOs such as Honduras and El Salvador can be linked to open 

markets, increased competition, the implementation of democracy, the introduction of neoliberalism 

and the increasing external pressure, foremost from United States. These changes threaten elites rent 

creation systems that hold the society together and its function to reduce violence. Incentives by the 

World Bank, the United States and other "Western" organization to initiate similar institutional 

structure to their own has consequentially led to increased violence in Honduras and El Salvador 

instead of a pathway to democracy. Attempts to abolish corruption, institute democracy or increase 

rule of law can have similar effects, destabilize LAO and increase violence. The rent creation system 

is unstable and fragile to chocks and all changes that alter the status quo for the elites can be a factor 

for increased violence. Thus, elites power in LAO enables them to sabotage or subvert changes that 

risk decreasing their power.   

However, recent development in Honduras and El Salvador has provided elites with increasingly 

different levels of power. Elites do not benefit when the transition from LAO to OAO is complete thus 

once the transition has progressed citizens enjoy more rights and elites loss their power to subvert 

progressive changes. The strong elite structures that are visible in Honduras has gradually diminished 

in El Salvador since the civil war in 1992. El Salvador has gradually (to a low extent) started their 

transition towards an OAO resulting in decreasing power for the elites. Examples are imprisonment of 

former political elites for wrong-doing and corruption charges for (low-ranking) elites. However, the 

elites in Honduras does not fear prison or charges for wrong-doing, which enable them to perform 

violence as a necessary evil to stay in economic and political power. Examples are the widespread 

violence against environmentalists performed by elites without any consequences for the people 
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responsible. The elites in Honduras can thereby control their interests with violence or the threat of 

violence.    

The internal and external shocks in Honduras and El Salvador has during the last 30 years seen both 

differences and similarities. Honduras has developed from a positive example in Latin America with 

low levels of violence to be one of the most violent countries in the world including deadly violence 

against environmentalists, while El Salvador has experienced sustained high levels of violence. They 

have both shared the practice of neoliberalism, enforced open markets, democracy and entry of new 

economic actors. However, some changes have differenced them, such as the United States 

involvement. In the case of El Salvador, United States support for the elites in the 1992 civil war lead 

to the population’s antipathy towards international influence, including international corporations. The 

resistance was broad and the poor´s victory in the civil war resulted afterward in limited foreign 

influence. The United States later supported civil rights in El Salvador, resulting in increasing rights 

for environmentalists. However, the United States influence in Honduras took another route leading to 

deadly violence against civil groups, including environmentalists. The comprehensive aid packages to 

the military during the cold war enabled the military in Honduras to become the economic elite. The 

change of economic elite created violence and instability. The United States also required 

neoliberalism and open market in Honduras, which was (and still is) far from attaining the "transition 

phase" requirements. The military elites increased power eventually lead to the coup in 2009, 

diminishing the progress for civil right and equality, and subsequently resulted in the increased 

violence against environmentalists. The same year, El Salvador also experienced a dissatisfied elite 

due to the central-left political shift, thus the elite did not enjoy enough power to perform a coup. The 

United States backed civil right in El Salvador, the institution and population enjoyed enough power to 

avoid a political collapse and violence against environmentalists has since then almost been absent. 

         

7.2 Economic 

Political and economic elites in Honduras and El Salvador has constructed national economies vastly 

different. Honduras is to a larger degree dependent on natural resources for export while El Salvador 

has focused on manufacturing. Honduras has also become more reliant on trade, accumulating a large 

share of their total GDP. However, some similarities can be located. For example, both countries are 

regarded as LMIC, their economies are highly affected by domestic violence, they have a neoliberal 

approach with an open market system and they have vast inequalities in the distribution of income. 

Nevertheless, the similarities abovementioned are also some of their key differences. Firstly, El 

Salvador has progressed rapidly regarding equality of income, which fosters economic growth and 

decreases the disparity between the elites and the rest of the population. Secondly, elites in El Salvador 
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has enforced neoliberal policies, thus they have to a large degree excluded mining corporations, which 

are regarded as the most violent industry against environmentalists. Finally, the categorization of 

LMIC can be highly deceptive. El Salvador has a 78 % higher GNI then Honduras, despite that they 

are both labelled as LMIC and according to North et al framework is a GNI of $8 220 as El Salvador 

has, instead of Honduras GNI of $4 630, a major difference of which policies they should implement. 

Only rich countries have made the journey from LAO to OAO and they should solely start to 

implement the "door step conditions" once they reach a GNI of at least $8 000. Honduras should, 

therefore, focus to develop within LAO before they take any further measures towards OAO. On the 

other hand, El Salvador is not necessarily ready to meet the "door step conditions". Their economy is 

merely at the beginning of the transition and they still struggle with inequalities and high levels of 

violence. 

Furthermore, elites in LAOs control trade, which have affected environmentalists in Honduras and El 

Salvador in two different ways. Firstly, Honduras focus on extraction of natural resources has a 

significant impact on environmentalists while El Salvador’s focus on manufacturing does not affect 

environmentalists to the same degree, despite that manufacturing can, of course, include violence 

against manufacturing workers. Thus, manufacturing workers are not regarded as environmentalists. 

Assumingly, LAOs with a large export of natural resources are more likely to be involved in deadly 

violence against environmentalists then LAOs focusing on manufacturing. Secondly, trade can 

increase elites rent by the creation of a dualistic economy. The lack of power to “poor” and the lack of 

transparency in Honduras enable elites to sell “poor’s” natural resources without consent or 

consequences. Bribes are given by the large corporations to the elite who claim the resource, and little 

wealth, if any, is accumulated to the local community. The elites can use police, military or hire 

security forces to diminish the resistance if environmentalists protest. On the contrary, in El Salvador, 

the peasants own their land and companies are required to publicly publish environmental impact 

assessments before they start projects. If the affected communities are against the project the response 

has been collective protests. 

The entrance of international corporations in Honduras and El Salvador have implicated a new 

economic elite to compete and cooperate with the domestic elites in the respective countries. Both 

Honduras and El Salvador decided at first to cooperate with international corporation thus El Salvador 

has backed towards certain actors after large outbreaks of violence. Elites in LAO try to reduce 

violence by limiting access on resources and activities. If violence appears, elites’ loss their rents and 

thereby loss power. The broad resistance against mining corporations after the civil war in 1992 in El 

Salvador including peasants, NGOs and the Church lead to outbreaks of violence that elites needed to 

stop in order to maintain their rents. Consequentially, it resulted in limiting international actors from 

mining. Thereby the elite reduced the violence and kept its rents. However, commonly elites cooperate 
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with one and other to reduce violence together and in a mature LAO the private organization can 

punish the government if it deviates from its commitments. The absents of collaboration between 

domestic and international elites in El Salvador has resulted in the many institutes of legal proceedings 

against the state of El Salvador. On the other hand, domestic elites in Honduras decided to cooperate 

with the international economic elites. Together they have succeeded to increase their rents without 

any large outbreak of violence, that would endanger the elites rents. The resistance in Honduras has 

been less collaborative, with less influence from international NGOs, the Church, and political elites. 

The domestic economic and political elite, together with the international corporations has forcefully 

diminished environmentalists resistance in Honduras. Remarkably, even development institutions and 

aid programs have indirectly contributed to the violence against environmentalists in Honduras. 

The most dangerous actor for environmentalists is the mining corporations. Elites restriction of mining 

corporations in El Salvador cost the price of legal proceeding against the state. However, it is also one 

of the foremost important policies they have enforced which resulted in diminishing violence against 

environmentalists. El Salvador has today no free trade agreement with Canada – which is by far the 

largest mining country active in Latin America. Honduras, on the contrary, has signed a free trade 

agreement with Canada – increasing Canadian international mining corporations authority to extract 

resources in Honduras. For mature LAOs, which both Honduras and El Salvador can be categorized at, 

it is important that the state can provide services such as prevention of expropriation and enforcement 

of contracts. For the latter, Honduras has been able to enforce contracts, however, they have been 

signed without consent from the local communities. Continually, Honduras has not been able to 

prevent the expropriation of peasants land, mainly because it has not been in elites interest. However, 

elites in El Salvador did not stop expropriation by corporations in god will for the local peasants. 

Elites interest was rather to reduce violence and maintain rents.   

 

7.3 Polity 

Honduras and El Salvador have both adopted a neoliberal open market approach which has increased 

the number of foreign actors. However, an open market does not necessarily result in political 

freedom. Honduras has rather regressed from a well-functioning mature LAO to a government 

involved in state-sanctioned violence with immense influence from the military. Albeit, during most of 

the twenty century Honduras defended its citizens and prevented expropriation. At that time, Honduras 

was rather progressive and could develop along the LAO until they eventually meet the door step 

conditions. Now, Honduras need to reduce violence and prevent expropriation before they can develop 

any further. However, the theory of LAO does not imply that Honduras need, at this stage, open the 

political arena for competition, rather the opposite. Open access could endanger the population with 
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increased violence. Therefore, foreign influence should focus on the abovementioned areas of 

expropriation and reduced violence rather than political freedom and democracy. El Salvador has in 

contrast to Honduras developed in the opposite direction, with increased political freedom and with 

the enablement to prevent expropriation. Nevertheless, El Salvador still experiences a high level of 

violence, suggesting that LAO analytical framework regarding political freedom is correct. High 

political freedom in LAO does not prevent violence. The decreased deadly violence against 

environmentalists in El Salvador does suggestively not be due to increased political freedom. The 

analytical framework rather suggests that political support for prevention of expropriation and political 

prudence for open competition in the mining sector are successive courses of actions El Salvador has 

undertaken. 

Rule of law is decisive to understand if a mature LAO is ready to undergo the transformation into an 

OAO and one of the main requirements for LAO to develop into OAO is that all elites are provided 

rule of law. If a LAO is mature, rule of law should be embodied in state organizations, such as courts 

and the LAO should be able to resolve violence within the state. Honduras and El Salvador both 

struggle to have a fair, unbiased, court system. Corruption is widespread, and elites often get away 

with criminal offenses. Crimes against environmentalists rarely get punished, despite that the local 

community knows who's guilty. Partly because it´s performed by military or police, thus when 

someone is convicted, elites never get sentenced. The bias court systems in Honduras and El Salvador 

is one of the clearest signals that neither of them is ready for the transition into an OAO. However, 

court systems in Honduras is another instance where elites can intimidate and harass environmentalists 

in an effort to silence them. Since the coup in 2009 has elites in Honduras tried to enhance their 

control by increasing penalties in the juridical system and thereby increasing their rents. Increased 

rents for elites in LAO are not necessarily bad. It could function to stabilize the country; thus, the 

consequences in Honduras have been increased violence against environmentalists. 

In Honduras, national economic development is the foremost important focus by political elites. 

Partly, because the political elite often are in the position of being the economic elite as well, which 

regularly are involved in the corporations that participate in the economic development projects. The 

political elites have at first deceived peasants to sell their land or exposed them for economic pressure 

until they sell their land to large corporations. In this way, elites limit peasants access on land and 

increase elites rents. The political elites are later linked to the corporations making money from the 

land and sustain increased economic power. Honduras has struggled to respect human rights laws, 

partly due to governments lack of support to NGOs. Honduras has only been able to support elite 

organizations, which is in accordance with mature LAO. However, El Salvador has been able to 

support foreign NGO, which has had mutual interest as environmentalists. Even influence form United 

States has affected environmentalists in El Salvador. Both United States and NGO has promoted 
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increased human rights, which empower environmentalists to be respected. Finally, political freedom 

has enabled the national assembly to be less influenced by the elites in El Salvador. Legislation that 

limits elites power has been agreed upon in the national assembly which necessarily not limit violence 

in general, thus it has limited elites influence to perform violence against environmentalists. However, 

whether elite support international NGO or not is not of central concern for North et al. North et al 

argue that one of the three main requirements for LAO to transform into OAO is that the elite gets 

support for perpetually lived elite organizations. This requirement is rather fulfilled in Honduras than 

in El Salvador. 

 

7.4 Religion   

The analytical framework developed by North et al, demonstrate a number of rent-creation 

mechanisms elites can use to maintain control. Limit access to worship is one of them. Hence, elites 

have not been able to a large extent to utilize it in neither Honduras nor El Salvador. However, in El 

Salvador the elites found themselves battling religious leaders, instead of cooperating. The 

beneficiaries of elites and religious leaders fight were the wider population, including poor peasant, 

environmentalists etc., who eventually won the civil war and found great support by religious leaders 

to keep their land rights. However, the same series of events did not unfold in Honduras, despite their 

shared religion in Christianity. When elites, including religious elites, find their state mortal, they risk 

losing their rents and therefore they seek stability. Consequently, when the coup happened in 

Honduras 2009, religious leaders accepted the more stable military government and made sure to 

promote their self-interest to maintain their power. Religious leaders were also against certain 

developments the central-left wing president did before the coup, which strengthen their bound to the 

military-political elite. The religious elite and environmentalists thereafter found themselves on 

different political sides. However, the religious groups were split, with some religious leaders fighting 

for land rights and projects where's interest were shared with environmentalists. Those religious 

leaders whose fight is connected to environmentalists were also subjected to deadly violence by the 

dominant coalition. By using violence, elites in Honduras control both environmentalists and religious 

groups to some extent, thus neither elites in Honduras nor El Salvador limit access to religious 

organizations. However, concerning environmentalists, the difference between the religious 

organizations in Honduras and El Salvador is the collaborative protection against mining and 

development projects religious groups are opposing in El Salvador. 

7.5 Answer of the research question  

Finally, this paper will wrap up its analysis and answer the research question – “What explains deadly 

violence against environmentalists?”  
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By using the analytical framework of LAO and the method of SFC four main categories has been 

used. The problem of high levels of violence are shared between the countries and can be explained by 

a number of developments, like implementations of OAO-policies in the respective countries. 

However, violence against specifically environmentalists can be explained by a few differences 

between the countries, like the increasingly different levels of powers that elites enjoy.  

Elites in El Salvador suffer increasingly if they are responsible for wrong doing due to elites 

diminishing power since the peasants’ victory in the civil war in 1992. Whereas elites in Honduras can 

perform violence unpunished due to peasants lack of agrarian laws and weak social movement. United 

States influence during the Cold War also affect today’s violence against environmentalists. The 

economic aid packages delivered to Honduras military elite constituted a new economic elite resulting 

in increased domestic violence. The new economic military elite has since been largely incorporated in 

politics and are today involved in the deadly violence against environmentalists. Comparingly, United 

States involvement in El Salvador civil war in 1992 lead to the broad populations’ disproval of foreign 

influence. Resulting in the antagonism against foreign actors, especially against mining corporations.       

According to this study, reasons deadly violence against environmentalists occurs in Honduras but not 

in El Salvador can also be answered by the different economic structures Honduras and El Salvador 

have adopted. Honduras focus on natural resources and extraction for economic development has 

consequentially involved constrains on the environment where peasants and indigenous people are 

situated. Deadly violence is of course not necessarily due to extraction of natural resources, however, 

it enables the motive for violence against environmentalists. El Salvador’s focus on manufacturing, 

rather than extraction, does not generate a motive for violence against environmentalists. Furthermore, 

El Salvador has been able to prevent expropriation to a larger degree then Honduras. In Honduras 

many projects have been started even without the consent of the local communities which often have 

resulted in violence. 

El Salvador’s political prudence for international competition in the mining sector have also been 

important to protect the lives of environmentalists. Limited competition in a LAO helps to reduce 

violence. El Salvador has also required corporations to issue environmental impact assessments. 

Moreover, El Salvador has been able to support international NGOs which have protected human 

rights and worked together with environmentalists to prevent environmental degradation. On the 

contrary, elites in Honduras has worked to have a bias court system which harass environmentalists 

and stigmatize their work. International NGOs have not been supported and international corporations 

has not been forced to present environmental impact assessments publicly.  

Finally, the religious impact on protecting environmentalists’ lives has been largely different despite 

their similar religious believes in Christianity. Religious leaders in El Salvador was attacked by the 
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elites in the civil war in 1992 and they thereafter supported the peasants during the war. After 

peasants’ victory in the civil war the peasants achieved land rights which religious leaders supported. 

Together religious leaders and local communities created a strong social movement against foreign 

influence. Their collaboration helped to protect the lives of environmentalists by organizing joint 

opposition against projects affecting local communities land rights. However, in Honduras, the 

religious leaders have not been united in their support to protect environmentalists. Partly because they 

opposed some of the progressive developments initiated before the coup in 2009, which resulted in 

religious leaders support for the military elite.    

A number of circumstances interplay to explain Honduras extraordinary high cases of deadly violence 

against environmentalists. As shown by this research, several indicators have also explained the high 

degree of violence in both Honduras and El Salvador. Factors explaining violence in general does not 

necessarily lead to violence against environmentalists, proofed by El Salvador, thus deadly violence 

against specifically environmentalists need greater attention considering that more than three 

environmentalists get murdered every week globally. Further research should focus on solutions to the 

attributes this research highlight as causes to deadly violence against environmentalists.   
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8. Conclusion 
 

North et al framework on "Limited Access Orders in the Developing World" does not propose any 

concrete policies but aims to stimulate a discussion of the implications of the framework for a new 

approach to development. This paper discusses features drawn from North et al framework in a 

multiple case study between Honduras and El Salvador to investigate which indicators result in deadly 

violence against environmentalists in LAO. Four main categories (violence, economy, polity, religion) 

with seven attributes (violence, GNI, trade, international corporation, Freedom Index, rule of law and 

worship) were identified and compared in accordance with an SFC method. 

Violence in LAOs such as Honduras and El Salvador can be linked to open markets, increased 

competition, the implementation of democracy, the introduction of neoliberalism and the increasing 

external pressure, foremost form United States. Incentives by the World Bank, United States and other 

"Western" organization to initiate similar institutional structure to their own (in this case; OAO) in 

Honduras and El Salvador has consequentially led to increased violence instead of the intended 

pathway to democracy. Attempts to institute democracy, open access, increase competition, abolish 

corruption and increase rule of law destabilize LAO such as Honduras and El Salvador and increase 

violence - because Honduras and El Salvador are not ready to meet the "door step conditions". 

However, these attributes have helped us to understand the high level of violence in the respective 

countries but not the deadly violence against environmentalists. Nevertheless, a number of causes are 

mentioned in this thesis that explains the fundamental differences between Honduras and El Salvador 

that facilitate deadly violence against environmentalists in Honduras but not in El Salvador. 

Honduras peaceful and respected development got an abrupt end during the cold war. United States 

war against communism lead to comprehensive aid packages delivered to Honduras military, which 

enabled the military to become the new economic elite. In retraction to the aid packages, the military 

elite influenced by the United State enforced open market in Honduras which enabled international 

corporations to extract resources from Honduras. Honduras has since, diluted agrarian land laws and 

failed to prevent expropriation. In contrast, the "poor" majority, including peasants and 

environmentalists, won the civil war in El Salvador 1992. They fought against the domestic elites and 

their support from the United States. The aftermath resulted in increased land rights for the civilians 

and the populations' antipathy towards international influence, including international corporations. 

Furthermore, Honduras has since the military rule focused on extraction of natural resources while El 

Salvador has focused on manufacturing goods. El Salvador has restricted mining companies and 

thereby avoided the violent development mining companies entrance first lead to. El Salvador has also 
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enforced corporations to publish environmental impact assessments before they start projects. 

However, in Honduras domestic elites support the international economic elite and collaborate rather 

than fight. The consequences bear the local environmentalists who are subjected to deadly violence by 

the domestic elites due to international corporations development project and mining extraction. 

Projects are often started without the local communities consent or a public environmental impact 

assessment. 

El Salvador's hard restriction on international mining corporations is mostly due to the broad 

resistance by the community. Peasants, NGOs and the Christian Church opposition to mining 

corporations lead to outbreaks of violence which endangered elites rents. In a move by the domestic 

elites to maintain their rents, they restricted access to resources for international corporations. 

Consequentially, many legal proceedings against the state of El Salvador were initiated by the 

international economic elite. Nevertheless, it protected the environmentalists in El Salvador. However, 

the resistance in Honduras was not as collaborative. The church was not supporting the peasants, 

international NGOs did not have much influence and consequently, the domestic elites increased their 

rents by collaborating with the international economic elite without the risk to lose their rents from 

violent opposition. Also, the international trade enabled the elites to create a dualistic economy which 

empowers the elites with increased influence. 

According to RHH only rich countries develop from LAO to OAO. Honduras is far from obtaining the 

economic wealth to develop towards OAO and should instead focus to develop within the LAO before 

they try to meet the "doorstep conditions". However, El Salvador does not either meet the doorstep 

conditions. Albeit, some evidence suggests the rule of law for elites exists and that El Salvador is 

economically in a position where previous states have developed towards OAO. Thus, consolidated 

and centralized control of violence is far from succeeding. Consequentially, before either Honduras or 

El Salvador can meet the doorstep conditions they need to reduce violence. To protect 

environmentalists Honduras also need to: prevent expropriation, limit international corporations access 

on natural resources, attain consent from the local communities before they start projects, require 

corporations and organizations to publish public environmental assessment reports before projects 

starts that can degrade the environment and increase focus on the manufacturing sector instead of 

extraction of natural resources. Finally, attempts to abolish corruption, increase access, institute 

democracy or increase rule of law should be dealt with at a later stage according to "Limited Access 

Orders in the Developing World". 
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10. ANNEX  
 

10.1 Case Selection  

 

Countries  Freedom 

index  

Murdered 

environmental 

activists  

Murders 

environmentalists 

per/capita 

Per 1 000 000  

All murders 

per/capita 

Per 100 000  

Honduras  44 109 12 64 

Nicaragua 44 15 2,44 12 

Guatemala  56 32 1,93 31 

Panama 83 2 0,5 11 

Costa Rica  91 2 0,41 12 

El Salvador  70 1 0,16 109 

Belize 86 0 0 34 

 

 


